Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
The paper examines the role payment systems can play in greater South Asian integration, including intra-regional trade facilitation. As payment systems become more sophisticated and their capabilities converge in the region, they can more actively facilitate trade. More focus on regional interactions as a route towards greater regional prosperity makes the issue relevant.
Most countries now have real time gross settlement with capabilities for settlement in multiple currencies. But these are still unused and smaller countries lag. South Asia had the benefit of a special payments institution set-up to help regional trade-the Asian Clearing Union (ACU). But its potential contributions rise if its functions and transactions are expanded using modern payment systems. The Board has the power to do this. Concerns about security, sources and types of flows are not an issue.
Modern payment systems allow finer restrictions to be imposed, as required, without raising transaction costs. Regional clearing can reduce time delays and costs associated with using clearing banks based in the Western hemisphere.
Post crisis dollar volatility and shortage have revived interest in arrangements that will give some independence from the dollar, and from US regulatory regimes, while reducing the dollar financing required for current account deficits. More competition and diversity in payment mechanisms will improve the stability of the global financial system. The rest of the paper is as follows: Section II analyzes recent developments in payment systems; Section III presents a brief background of the ACU; Section IV discusses potential improvements; before Section V concludes.
II. PAYMENT SYSTEMS
A payment system is the set of infrastructure, institutions, laws, standards, and operating procedures underlying the discharge of financial obligations between parties (Saqib and Al-Jabri, 2011; World Bank, 2010; BIS, 2001; Khiaonarog, 2000; Haldane et al. 2008) . Since the seventies, payment systems have been changing around the world. The prime driver is technology, which has enabled innovations converting manual transactions to electronic, saving time, costs, and reducing errors. A second reason is liberalization and global market integration requiring more robust and standardized processes.
There are three main areas of change. First is the shift to electronic cheque clearing; second systems such as automatic clearing house (ACH) underlying small value or retail transfers such as point of sale for credit/ debit cards and bank automatic teller machines; third Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) systems for wholesale or large value transfers. A key element of all three is central electronic clearing and settlement, removing the need for multiple transactions, while facilitating the use of modern payment systems, delivery mechanisms and multiple currencies.
RTGS settles large value inter-bank and other time-critical customer payments in gross terms. That is, the central bank (CB) account of the remitting bank is debited and that of the receiving bank is credited. A final and irrevocable settlement is made in real time, as it occurs, thus removing settlement and operating risk. RTGS provides other services such as electronic payment messaging replacing the use of cheques.
The central bank mediation also reduces systemic and credit risk. Real time settlement reduces market and liquidity risk since there is no change in market values between the transaction and the settlement time. But since banks need to settle continuously, they require assured access to short-term liquidity. RTGS also enables end of the day net settlement of small value items. This type of net settlement used to be the norm earlier for all items.
By 1996 RTGS was already in use in the G-10 countries and even in some emerging markets like Hong Kong, Korea and Thailand, and it was adopted rapidly over the next decade. There was continuous improvement in messaging standards and other aspects, allowing late adopters such as emerging markets (EMs), to leapfrog to best market practices.
Reducing transaction costs confers an externality, which individual players do not internalize, so CBs have driven the change around the world. Moreover, their responsibility for financial stability, and as liquidity providers of the last resort, makes them natural developers and supervisors of payment systems. BIS (2001) The South Asian region also has the advantage of a regional payment mechanism functioning, although at a low level and only for trade transactions, since the 1970s.
But it offers a base, and a history of interaction, that could be built upon using recent developments in payment systems. The integration of European payment systems also started with a European payment clearing union.
III. ASIAN CLEARING UNION: HISTORY AND FUNCTIONING
The Asian Clearing Union ( conveniences for trade. One-way transactions are taken since the ratio is to exports and not to total two-way trade. Columns 2 and 3 in Table 1 show intraregional trade as a percentage of total exports and imports respectively from the region, was higher in the early 1980's, soon after the ACU was set up; had fallen by the early 1990's but had risen again by the year 2008, when ACU transactions peaked. High growth, which raised ACU transactions steeply (Figure 2 ), also raised intraregional trade. The combination of global financial crisis (GFC) induced slowdown and sanctions had reduced the ratio of ACU transactions sharply by 2013, although intra-regional trade slowed less than global trade, sustaining the ratios in columns 2 and 3 (Table 1) 6 . 
IV. ACU: POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
The ACU demonstrated its utility by saving scare hard currency in the early years. But this function was lost when it shifted to hard currency settlement. But there is a case now for encouraging local currency use again, not to conserve reserves as was the initial motive, but to build competitive regional payments systems, promote Asian financial integration, and provide countervailing power to the volatile dollar. Regional payment systems can protect against global instability, contribute to maintaining and enhancing regional cooperation, and help develop local financial institutions.
IV.1. Arguments for the Use of Local Currencies
The economizing-on-reserves function of the ACU continues to be important especially for the smaller countries. Netting benefits would rise with the use of local currency. Local currency use frees their hard currency resources for trade with the rest of the world, thus tending to increase trade. Some CBs may not have hard currency and may take time to arrange it. Use of local currency and liquidity would also reduce this problem. More extensive membership would strengthen the case for local currency use.
Competition in currencies of settlement and invoicing offers better options to users.
When firms set prices in foreign markets, they face the choice between invoicing in their own country's currency, importer's currency, or in reserve currency. Invoicing in local currency reduces pass through of changes in exchange rates, and hence lowers its inflationary impact. This option, and its macroeconomic benefits, is less likely if hard currency trade settlement is imposed through the ACU. Since commodity imports such as oil tend to be priced in dollars, dollar volatility creates more pass through, which raises inflation.
Since the majority of import-export transactions between any two countries are denominated in US dollars, they are usually settled through correspondent banks in the US. This is what gives US regulations authority over banks all over the world 7 .
The infrastructure that supports trade includes foreign trade financing instruments, and correspondent banking relationships between countries in the region. Through correspondent banking a bank can serve its clients without having to set up a branch in another country. One reason the ACU dollar was adopted as the unit of account was to enable use of these more efficient payment mechanisms. But as local payment mechanisms improve, similar equally efficient but cheaper services become possible through local area banks in regional currencies. This can compete with the continuing option to denominate trade in US$. Real time settlement reduces currency and market risk, but easy access to liquidity is required for it. Expanded regional swap lines can contribute towards maintaining such liquidity.
A precondition for payments and settlements to be denominated in local currencies is that exchange and interest rates must not deviate too much across countries, otherwise countries holding a depreciating currency paying a low interest rate would lose. A possible solution facilitated by modern payment systems is to use hard currencies as the unit of account but settle in local currency.
In mature markets with full current account convertibility and a full float the rationale for a clearing union no longer exists, but good payment systems continue to be an asset. CBs have to initially play an active role, perhaps through institutions like the ACU, to overcome externalities that favour AE payment systems, in order to establish competitive regional payment systems. Use of local currency and real time facilitation between local banks and the RBI would cut the bottom two loops in Figure 3 , reduce pass through time, and settlement period interest 10 , since it would no longer be necessary to cut across time zones 11 .
IV.2. ACU and Financial Aspects of Regional Integration
Saving excessive cross border transactions, corresponding bank charges, and cutting float would all reduce costs. The settlement systems to be set-up could be outsourced to private providers who offer the best price quality pair, 12 thus taking advantage of being a late starter to leap frog to the latest technologies. But leadership and participation would continue to be required from CBs. 10 The RBI can also route its ACU hard currency transactions through correspondent banks in Hong Kong rather than New York. Mr. K.C. Chakrabarty, then RBI Deputy Governor, made this point. 11 In 2011Mr. Shekhawat mentioned the RBI was working on a project to explore this option. The settlement cycle could be decreased to 7 days from 2 months. But this is regarded as decreasing netting advantage. 12 Some Asian commercial banks have outsourced to get the best core banking solutions. Compared to these, systems of MNC banks, which are a patchwork of older systems built in-house, are very slow. In EMs commercial banks dominate remittance markets although many AEs are opening them to non-bank remittance service providers to increase competition.
Disproportionately high capital requirements are also a potential barrier to market entry. The ACU could offer some competition.
Moreover, path dependence on a regime of controls implies that transaction costs are higher than necessary, not only in payment systems but also other export-import related procedures, especially for smaller firms, for whom banks are less accommodative. For example, in 2014 for export by road an exporter had to submit one of five different 'Bills of Export', depending on the type of duty applicable on his goods. Information such as names of the exporter and consignee, invoice number, details of packing, description of goods, quantity, FOB value, and so on was required.
Other supporting documents such as copy of packing list, invoices, export contract, and letter of credit also had to be submitted and certified by officials such as custom officers and dock appraisers 13 . There are initiatives to simplify procedures, for example, by using more self-certification, and moving to GST. Lower transaction costs could attract some of the large illegal trade in the region, since this goes through circuitous routes that raise costs although it escapes tariffs.
Banks have to be complaint with Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA) regulations and procedures in opening letters of credit, negotiations of documents etc.
for trades in convertible currencies. They are also not so familiar with the ACU process for transferring foreign exchange. Awareness of its advantages has to be raised even as these are increased.
More than the absence of capital account convertibility itself, it is the paperwork and procedures required to implement know-your-customer ( Credit conditional upon improved policies may motivate outlier countries to follow better polices.
The region tends to suffer from exogenous shocks to terms of trade and the current account. The ACU tends to reduce their impact, imparting some stability to regional trade. The contribution is limited, however, by its current small share in the region's total trade.
A well-functioning payment union that encourages trade can also reduce pressures for competitive devaluations to increase exports, and allow some kind of alignment of exchange rates. This is an advantage since a rapid move to a float without appropriate institutions could imply sharp fluctuations or real exchange rate undervaluation that lowers living standards. Countries in the region largely have flexible exchange rates but more explicit coordination and transparency in exchange rate regimes will help increase the use of local currencies in the ACU. The ACU has been functioning at a low level, without much importance being given to it by the participant countries and central banks so that its potential is underutilized.
V. CONCLUSION
A makeover can help the ACU ride the technology wave and fulfill new emerging needs, even while better meeting the old ones. These new needs include morphing into a good regional payment system, as part of larger Asian initiatives to provide such systems to improve regional financial integration, and contribute to revitalizing historic trade routes, even as other types of trade costs are reduced.
RTGS that allow real time settlements reduce risks from volatile currencies, and more convergence in macroeconomic policies and financial systems reduce volatilities. The alternative of registering the value at the date of the transaction, even if aggregate settlement is delayed, becomes available, encouraging the use of local currencies.
Easy access to liquidity is required for real time settlement. Selecting the option of using local currencies in trade can be supported with domestic liquidity and faster RTGS or netting, thus lowering transaction costs. Further expansion in regional swap lines can contribute to maintaining liquidity in crisis times, as well as to trade credits.
This will reduce vulnerability to US$ volatility and regulatory regimes while impose more competitive discipline on the US$.
As countries in the region move towards greater capital account convertibility, the ACU should enable more types of capital flows. Concerns about security, and discrimination between types of flows and sources are not an issue because electronic systems can provide this information without procedural delays. Changes could start with an improved real time flow through the system, streamlining of procedures, expansion of facilities offered, types of flows allowed, and number of participants.
More explicit monetary coordination, more transparent exchange rate regimes, and more explicit peer macroeconomic review, would increase confidence enabling the use of local currencies. Creating deeper economic links would shift the region away from passions towards interests, leaving wars and conflicts behind and moving to a future of shared prosperity. Even if larger cooperation takes time to achieve, concrete projects, for which the countries can interact, can help them adjust conflicts of interest and move beyond such conflicts.
Both institutions and leadership are required for successful change. Germany and
France played leading roles in the European Union's long economic integration process while Marshall Plan funds from the US financed the expansion of the EPU's functions. Faster growth in Asia, as well as oil exporters' revenue, should make funds available in South Asia. Given the current low-level equilibrium, multilateral financing may be useful to kick start the process. But country contributions build ownership, and demonstrate commitment, which would encourage investment in facilities for regional trade.
Investing more funds signals a commitment to trade, since it is a costly investment undertaken specifically for trade. It is as if governments post a bond such that there is a loss if they do not in future support trade and turn protectionist. With such a bond, private parties will be encouraged to undertake the sunk costs necessary to build trade networks. The binding agreement by the first mover allows the second mover also to pre-commit to trade. This would create a public good contributing to Asian integration. Growing regional ties need not be at the expense of other ties. Multiple friendships, alignment and engagements, based on growing domestic strengths, will make for healthier overall relationships.
